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Editorial

Nixon Pulled the Trigger

L

\

NEW

0

SARAH LAIDLAW
DON BURGE
demonstrations is a clear manifestation of
Editor
Managing Editor
Nixon's desire not to perservelaw and order
but to make the country knuckle under and
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
conform to his policies at all costs.
'Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102,277-4202
Most inconceivable of all perhaps is that
reactionaries of Nixon's calibre have been Vol. 73, No. 132
Tuesday, May 5, 1970
elected to guide the nation.
But ·if Nixon and his supporters think
they have once again successfully stifled
dissent and "united the people" they are
wrong--apparently they will never
understand that one does not fight fire with
gasoline.
Undoubtedly Nixon people will tell the
masses that they are "saddened and
concerned" about the events at Kent State
but that lawlessness from young
revolutionaries dedicated to destruction of
After being cited for a traffic violation classified "Unsafe
the American way cannot be tolerated. In Activities," I spent a full week arguing with myself over
short; the same inane tripe offered as a whether to simply pay the fine (a straight $25) or opt to go
rational for legitimate and sincere to traffic court and plead not guilty. I compromised and
disenchantment with war will once again be visited the traffic violations clerk, who informed a court visit
offered.
would set me up in front of Judge Mowrer (no first name
But this time Nixon may have gone too given). I took her word that the gentleman was indeed a fair
far, with the insulting Cambodian decision man, and I was assigned a court date for May·4.
and with the killings at Kent State. For now
Ask anyone you know about any public figure and you
students and many outside the academic will get from one to . nine answers. By the time I went to
community are becoming even more court Monday I had heard enough ·biased opinions about the
polarized. Ironically, the "revolution" Nixon judge to. supply a couple o~ deb~ting tell:_ms with material for
and his men are trying to suppress is coming a fortmght of heated d1scuss1on. No matter what the
closer to being a reality by virtue of their · concensus, by Monday I was terrified to face the man who
actions.
would hear that, among other things, I had flipped the finger
Michael Blake to one of Albuquerque's finest. Circumstances or not, I was
sure Judge Mowrer was about to send me to prison for 14
years.
Being preoccupied with role-playing at all times anyway, I
planned ahead for my court appearance for a week. I would
wear some clean clothes and avoid washing my hair for four
days before visiting the judge. In this way it would be easy to
comb it behind my ears, and if I stood just so, he couldn't
tell I had long hair. I discarded a plan to cover my face with a
nylon stocking to cover my sideburns and mustache.
Fear grew to excitement as I drove the truck downtown
for the planned confrontation. Though I'd had a
soul-searching bath at 8 a.m., by the time I was seated in
Courtroom No. 1, the sides of my shirt from armpit to waist
were soaked with what the deodorant commercials politely
call emotional perspiration. After two hours in those
uncomfortable metal chairs with the fluffy fake velvet, I had
not,ions I smelled as badly as I did the summer I worked for a
city sewer crew.
Not only that, the sides of my head were getting sore from
my trying to keep all the hair tucked behind my ears, and I
had spotted the officer who had ticketed me giving me the
old evil eye from across the room, where he was sitting in his
off-duty clothes. Waiting for two hours simply to convince
the judge that I was a motorcycle maniac was not going to
improve his humor.
The whole thing was a letdown. The cop told his story
with only a few deviations from the facts. The judge was
interested in what I had to say, and didn't even seem
perturbed that I had long hair. Luckily he didn't know what
either a chopper or a sissy bar were and the important points
of the case were lost in the officer's description of the same,
government's policy has been opposition beyond the campuses. via a reference to "all those motorcycle movies you've
exposed for all to see.
We ask the entire academic probably seen". Obviously Judge Mowrer doesn't go to see
community to use this "The Seventy-Four Sweeties" and "Harley Honey vs.
The need for action has never
opportunity to go to the people
been so great or so urgent.
and to bring home to the entire Godzilla."
We therefore call on the
Meanwhile, I was found guilty of picking my sissy bar up
nation the meaning of the
academic community of this
President's action. A massive, off Central, and was fined $5.
country to engage in a nationwide

Two young men and two young women,
students at Kent State University, lie dead
today in Ohiq., Their crimes, refusing to
disperse and saying no to war, put them on
the receiving end of National Guard bullets.
But National Guardsmen didn't pull the
trigger. Richard Nixon, who has all but
asked for revolution, pulled the trigger when
he committed troops to action in Cambodia
under the guise of "protecting the lives of
brave Americans in South Vietnam."
Nixon knew his announcement would
incur the wrath of thousands of college
students (excepting UNM) who are tired of
war, tired of his attempts to dupe the
American people, and tired of his personal
crusade to make the world free from
communism by forcing democracy down the
throats of nations all over the globe. College
students also are extremely tired of being
called "bums" by Nixon, "kooks" by
Agnew, and "troublemakers" by those who
support the administration's war on dissent.
Clearly, Nixon has never made any
attempt to represent all the people. He is
bent on ·discrediting all those who would
speak out against his policies and listens only
to those who really run the country-the big
money interests. These tactics of repression
are directly responsible for the deaths at
Kent State because the use of National
Guard troops in putting down
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Editorial ·Asl<.s National Stril<.e
(Editor's note: The following
editorial, written by Ivy League
college editors, calls for a
nation-wide student strike. The
strike, endorsed by student
leaders, was called after President
Nixon's announcement that
American troops had invaded
Cambodia.) t

university strike. We must cease
business as usual in order to allow
President Nixon's unwarranted the universities
lead and join in
and illegitimate decision to send a collective action to protest
American combat forces into America's escalation of the war.
We do not call for a strike by
Cambodia and to resume bombing
of North Vietnam demands students against the university,
militant, immediate, and continued - but for a strike by the entire
opposition from all Americans. university-student, faculty, and
Throughout this unilateral' administrators alike. The reasons
executive move the President has for such a strike are manifold.
placed the cou~try in a state of First is a dramatic opposition to a
emergency. He has ignored the corrupt, immoral war. It
constitutional perogatives of demonstrates clearly our
Congress, and reveled the sham of priorities. The significance of
his Vietnamization policy which, classes and examinations pales
through a tortuous process of before . the greater problems
inner logic, demands that we outside the classroom. Moreover,
de-escalate the war in order to it recognizes the fact that within a
enable American troops to society so permeated with
withdraw. He has demonstrated inequality, immorality, and
that American foreign policy still disruption, a classroom education
dictates to the necessity of becomes a hollow, meaningless
sacrificing American ·lives to exercise.
But the necessity of a strike
ravage independent countries and
to squander our resources and begins far beyond the reasons.
The strike is necessary to free the
energies.
The President has practically academic community from
misgauged the mood of the activities of secondary
country.' The anti-war movement, importance. And to open it up to
which has marched and protested the primary goal of renewed
for years in a vain attempt to opposition to the war. It. is
reverse America's role in necessary to permit the academic
Southeast Asia, which. Nixon's community to first extend this
actions finally exposed. The opposition, and then to act
immorality and hypocrisy of our immediately to the extend this

to

)
)

I
i

unprecedented display of dissent
is required.
We urge that this strike be
directed toward bringing about
the following changes:
1) An immediate withdrawal of
a II American forces from
Southeast Asia;
2) Passage of the amendment to
the Senate military appropriation
bill to deny all aid to our military
and social adventures in Southeast
Asia;
3) Mobilization of public
support for anti-war candidates in
the upcoming elections, primary
and general;
4) A reallocation of American
resout~es used abroad, to
domestic problems, and
particularly the problems of the
·beleaguered cities;
5) The end of political
repression at home, inparticular
the government's systematic
attempts to eliminate the Black
Panther Party and other political
dissidents, and,
6) The building of support for
the massive march in Washington,
D.C. May 9, to bring our
opposition home to the nation's
capitol in unprecedented
numbers.
.
The stage has been set, the issue
is clearly d.rawn, the need
apparent. It is now time to act.

Editor:

Letters are weleome, and should

be no lonrrcr than 250 warda tJpewritten, double opaeed. Name, telephone number and addrt!llll must be
included, although name will be
withhold upan rcqueet.

"Love Lust" is not allegedly
pornographic; it is 100 percent
pornographic. There is absolutely
To the Editor:
nothing of redeeming social value
The loud applause given poet in "Love Lust." There is no value
Lenore Kandel tonight, as she to the Mexican pornography one
read aloud her infamous "Love can purchase for 50 cents on the
Lust Poem," mirrors the taste and streets of Juarez, and there is
mentality of those who would nothing in "Love Lust" that does
flock to see her.
not make it a carbon copy of such
I am a student, 27 years of age, filth. "Love Lust" is nothing more
and a fuU·time television reporter than illustrations of sexual
and photographer as well. I have perversion, using four letter words
been combining both for three profusely.
years. The freedom of speech is
I am not a prude. I have not
extremely important to me, in my been particularly offended by the
work, and it will be defended by "Love Lust Poem." I simply
me to my dying breath, Miss cannot understand the enthusiasm
Kandel has a right to speak here with which it has been received.
certainly, and anyone who wishe~ Can it be that those students who
has a right to listen.
gather and applaud this piece of
But I have attempted to writing can find no other familiar
rationalize, for the year since the flagpole on which to fly their
poem first became notorious "academic freedom flag?" Surely
around Albuquerque, how such a there is literature available on that
piece of writing can draw such campus which would be more
en th uuiasm, and such defense suitable to align oneself behind.
from students and certain
It is a slap·on-the·face.
member!! of the UNM faculty.
Robert M. Ancell, Jr.

Pure Porno

This message brought to you courtesy of the President of the United States of America.
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Students React to Kent Killings

1

(From Lobo
ASUNM President Eric kelson
yesterday joined over 220 other
coodllege
student
II f
b Y pres1 ents m a
President Nixon's
Nelson added h'
· en ·
petition started bls t~!me ~o a
Student Associat1'on (N~~\on:'J
response to the Ca b .m
invasion. .
m odtan
Meanwhile, the numbe
f
colleges and universities on !tri~e
soared past 200 yesterday in the
wake of the killing of five Kent
State University students by Ohio
National Guardsmen (Fo
students were killed outright ::::.
Monday while a fifth d' d f
wounds yesterday )
te o
Nixon 'Und t d ,
Phones at th:rs an s
.
student Mobes and ~~ter oft~e,
groups continu~d to .
s rl ce
with reports of new rmhg alii day
.
sc oo s on
stnke and of other protests Those
keeping the lists said the. tallies
were probably far short of being
complete
"It's h~rd to find a school not
on strike," said Carol Li man
'
executive secretary of Mobe p
W"tb
•
s.
1 . schools across the nation
on. stn.ke, and with at least
35
t
~mversl.Y
callingfrom
for
Immediatepresi?ents
Withdrawal
C ambodia, Nixon issued a
t
~.t ahement
saying ~e understands
t e deep feeling of many
students
and faculty agaJ·nst the
S
h
out
A east Asian
tl involvement."
pparen Y not appreciating
the president's understandi"ng, the
num b er of student body
presidents calling for Nixon's
Impeachment reached 226 as
?utr.age over the Cambodian

a~dd univ~rsity

. Most lltUdents w.ho participated
m ~het campus strikes and other
andt' th,e
e na 1on s
11
students appeared to be
a en mg classes as usual
But bands of angry. students
fought with police in several cities
across the nation. Police in
Buffalo' N.Y. showered with
bottles and taunted by
~~:J
shotot bme' shoot me,"
.
ear gas o reak up a crowd
of 1500 students who turned a
noonh' rally into a window
·smas l.ngspreeatBuffalo.
g NaJwnal guardsmen stood
uar
on the University of
Maryland campus as Dr. Benjamin
Spock told 2000 students-some
carrying gas masks-that
"nonviolent" demonstrations
were necessary to prevent the
government "from reducing us all
to slave ,
ry.
t }~. Boston, more than 10,000
sd n mg students massed at the
oors of the Massachusetts
~~tehouse in Boston shouting
eace! . Now!'' . and waving
clench,e.d fists at pohce.
ROTC Se•'zures
At S
tate University of New
2500 students and
fYork-Albany,
acu I ty blocked the ·state's
th rough way traffic for more than
an, hour after a campus raiL
whJCh. was called "100 percenyt
effective."
In Wisconsl'n, Gov. Warren p
Knowles called up an unspecl"fl"ed.
num b er o f. national guard units
after an estimated lOOOprotestors
had clashed with police on the

Precipitates Strikes,
Marches, Picketing

A Kent State University coed reacts with horror upon
seeing the body of a girl, one of five students shot and
killed by national guardsmen Monday during a rally
protesting U.S. involvement in Cambodia.

~:~a:s ~a~~~~y p~~cetfhul
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Lobo photo by Dennis Key

Meanwhile the size of the crowd outside the
building grew as the word spread about the
building's occupation.
At 11:30 last night Gov. David Cargo had
called up the New Mexico National Guard.
Major Fanning of an Air Defense Unit at
the Albuquerque National Guard Armory
said last night the unit "has no intention of
going (to the campus) unless the Governor
tells us."
Most departments will be either partially
or completely shut down in observance of
the day of mourning and strike. Within most
departments there is no official sanction of
the strike; rather, those departments have
issued statements telling their faculty and
students to "follow their consciences" in the
words of College of Education Dean R. E.
Lawrence.
However, the ASUNM Senate voted
unanimously yesterday afternoon to support
the one-day strike and follow Nelson's lead.
The GSA. Council, however, refused to
follow their president's strike call, but did
call on all graduate students not to attend
any of their classes today or "to otherwise
perform any official duties."
From noon to 3:30 yesterday a fluctuating
crowd of 7 5 to 200 students clustered
around the flagpole in front of Johnson
Gymnasium and debated whether to lower
th~ flag to half staff in mourning for the
students killed at Kent State., At 3:45, the
flag was lowered to half staff by ASUNM
Senators Sam Johnson, Barbara Brown, and
Steve Terry after the Senate voted
unanimously in emergency session to lower
"the flag.
o
A group of male students raised the flag
to full staff later, and the campus police
finallY removed the flag from the pole near 5
p.m.
Besides calling for the period of mourning
~e~dy, saying he was acting as a private
mttzen, sent a telegram to President Nixon
disapproving of the decision to send troops
(Continued on page 5)

fnends are "Pleased as
Punch" after driving
30 miles south to Belen
to select their diamond
rings at
Trembly's .Jewelry?
You Will Be Too !
You will also find out
why our slogan is
"Its Fun to Shop
at Trembly's"
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- Belen, New Mexico
Se1·ving New Mexico
since 1947
1f2 Block South of
the second stoplight
on your left
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the University Of
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biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268·6B48

What's
your

excuse?
You could have gone water sk-iing or swimming or to a dance
at night. Instead you've spent
the entire day moping around
the house feeling sorry for
yourself. And why? Just be·
cause it was one of those diffi·
cult times? How silly. A lot of
gil'ls are out there enjoying
themselves under the same circumstances. They use Tampax
tampons.
Tamp ax tampons are worn
internally so you can swim or
dance or do most anything you
please. There are no bulk!! pads
or telltale odor to give you
away. Tampax tampons are s~
easy to use. Yes, even the first
time. Just follow the instruc·
. tions inside each package. so
go. on out and enjoy you'rself.
W1th Tampax tampons you
have no excuse.

Plus thousands of other bec~tiful
new bargain books
and paperbacks!

Do your Christmas shopping early!

.Quivira Bookshop
..

'

2128 Centrol Ave., tU. ·
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Ar;ross fromlhe Stho91 of Jovrnalls~ ·
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The AAUP. investigation joins
one already m progress by the
Justice Department. Other
agencie~ investigating the student
deathsmclude theStateofOhio
the Ohio National Guard, and

EGYPTIAN ART

T~c

New Mexico ldlbo is
pubhshcd daily every regular week
Of th~ University year by the Board
of s.tudcnt Publications of the
Associated Students of the
Unlv~rslty of. New MeJdco antd is
not tin.anclnlly associated with
UNM. Prmtcd b~ the UN"M Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
nt Albuquerque, New Mexico
87106. Su~scriptlon rate Is $7 for
the ncadcmac year,
The opinions expressed on the
edlt~ial pages of The Lobo •r•
those of the nuthot s•l-el~
Untigned opinion Is that oi . ;
editorial ltoard . of The ~Albe>
N othlr;g ll'tooilll"lrilll reprllll<!nta t~
views of tile Auocillteli Stllch!-"' ~r.

War Resolution
In .another Washington based
;eact~on to the Cambodian
I~Va~wn and the Kent State
ktlll ngs, Rep. Richard D.
McCarthy, D·N.Y., introduced a
propm;al Tuesday calling for a
U S dec! t"
f
· ·
. ara Jon o war against
North VIetnam. He said the move
could bring about a compromise
settlement of the war.
. McCarthy told a reporter he
mtroduced the resolution because
he felt it was the only way to end
the. war.. He said be would vote
ag
t 1t
d
ams
an was certain Congress
would kill the measure,
Th e resoI ution, however . is
expected
to d1"e ·
·'t
.
comm1tee
Without
ever being mbrought
to a
vote.
I
tb
n o er
action
the
national
office
of yesterday
the Ame~ican
0
Assn · f Umversity
.
Professors
(_AAU.P) announced 1·t would
mvestlgate the Kent State killings
AAUP Director Bertram Davi~
called upon the Nl'.xon
d · ·
a mmistration and Congress for

Library of Art series. $2.98 Each. Including:

Orange Blossom
Starfire & Encore ·
Diamonds

I!

~ad

pe~iod

We have a new shipment of the Colour

Keepsak~Cherished

II

fu~ivWeht~te

BOOK SALE

E~er Wonder why your

II

~n uMne~

t£

question!

'I

.
district JUdge sometime today to
1H5·day dwaiting
1. e ouse emonstrat 10 ns
permits so the march could
proceed
A White House spokesman said
the move was designed to
convince young people tbe
administration really does support
o_rderly dissent-as opposed to
VIolent protest-and possibly to
defuse some of the emotion
certain to sun'bund an influx of
thousands of students into the
nation's capital.

·~ m~e11~sltJ~s

ro~ks an~,

mvas1on continued to build.

-Trave/stead

A ..

e .. ver . s1a

University of Wisconsin
.
Madison
.
campus m
ROTC buildings were attacked
and occup'ed t th U .
. . ··
of Nebr;sk a W
C t 1
a,
es ern . mo1s,
R:nera Michig!ln! _Case Western
Wass~~e,g~nd Vl{f!lta. ~tud~nts at
Lou'tn bon
mverslty tn St,
buiJJ
the NROTC
burneJ t1e on ay. They.
several mont~;r::o ROTC bUJidmg
A 11 the
:
univers't'
sta~e sutported
Californta leto~~ d co J~ge~ in
·y0 k
'
a .'?• an
ew
~it~e~~~ut
on s~~lke. f UNM
h
. ~xcep JOn o
,
t~wevert It dtd not appear any of
N e sta e. supported schools in
ew Me~oco ':"ould p_articipate in
th_e tatJO~·wtde strike, Several
pnva e sc ools in New Mexico,
howte~ker, were reportedly already
on s l'I e
·
March Saturday
,In Austin, Tex., an estimated
200.0 students charged the state
~apitol, surrounded buses and cars
m the business district, and threw
rocks and bottles at police
S
I
·
·
e~er!l
wmdows in the capitol
buildmg were broken· and at least
tw
t
o
cars
over
urned
and burned
before
police
dispursed
the
t d t
·
suensw1thteargas.
1 W h'
d a~ mgton, D.C., the Mobes
ca e
or nationwide protest
culmina. ting
n
I the week
h
I a marc t1 on t t e t White
Saturday
h House
. 0 pro es w at they
called
Th the
N""Kent dmassacre."
e
IXOn a ministration, in
response to the Mobes' call
announced it would ask a federal

impea~~m ~r c~t 'il~.

'I think Nixon's action
in this matter is
deplorable, inexcusable,
and completely
unjustified'

,.O.l'"'i'
"•!··-.-~ ......, ..•.,
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sour~2~ Nelson Joins Other Co/lege Presidents' Calls. f~r N"IXOn I mpeachment
I

i'

o~ver Cambodian War

The flag is at half staff and the ship's bell
on. the mall tolls mournfully today in honor
of five students who lay dead in Ohio. Their
crime: protesting U. S. involvement in an
undeclared war in Indo-China which has
already cost the lives of over 40,000
Americans and one-and-a-half million
Vietnamese.
UNM is on strike.
Nearly 250 marchers circled the Air Force
ROTC building last night while some 50 to
75 persons occupied the building.
The group had marched to the AFROTC
building after a short rally on the mall at
10:30 and several unidentified persons broke
into the building.
Ha&tily drafted student marshalls tried to
keep the marchers moving around the
outside of the building rather than allow
them .to enter.
People who initially entered the building
overturned some filing cabinets, and a door
was kicked in the first rush into the building.
Students who were in the building first
exhorted those outside "to come inside and
lay it on the line.j'
The full campus police force was in the
area but took no action.
The leaderless group had walked over to
the AFROTC building after a planned
schedule of speeches and announcements
digressed into alternate calls for "action
now" and organizational plans for the strike
today.
The march on the building picked up
momentum despite exhortations by ASUNM
President Eric Nelson to "get together what
we are doing for the strike."
The small group of marchers lingered on
the mall after the majority of the 2000
people who attended the rally had gone into
the Union to work on strike plansj or left
the mall area.
Near midnight the strike Steering
Committee came into the ROTC building
tcto -try to get people out of here who are
not invohled/' ·one spokesman said.
Lobo photo by Everett Robinson
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Zaleska Recites

TH,"'_,.~ o1£N

Pianist Maria Zaleska will
present a junior recital Thursday
evening at 8: 15 in the Recital
Hall.
She will play music by
Beethoven, Debussy and Witold
Lutoslawski.
There is no charge, .
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Lobo Advertisers·

everyone's choice for
street and strip
distributors of the most complete line of
automotive products for the best performance at the track or around town.
HOLLEY
HURST

e
e

EDELBROCK

CRANE CAMS

MICKEY THOMPSON

BORG-WARNER
TRW

e

e

e

e

SEGAL

CYCLONEHEADERS

SCHIEFER

e

AIRLIFT

DELCO SHOCKS AND BATIERIES

inquire about our
student discount
7415 Menaul NE

Resolution Requests Grads to Cut Classesf Duties

Heady Ousts Cooper

GSA Unanimously Condemns Violent Acts

Orzen Given Disciplinary Probation
UNM President Ferrel Heady yesterday
afternoon dismissed Allen Cooper from the
University arid placed Bill Orzen on
suspension at the end of this semester for
their part in the disruption of Sen. Strom
Thurmond's· speech March 4.
Cooper's dismissal from the University is
permanent and goes into effect today. Orzen
will be on disciplinary. probation until the
end of the semester when the suspension
goes into effect.
Heady's decision affirmed an earlier
Student Standards Committee decision
concerning the two students, but increased
the penalties.
The Student Standards decision had been
appealed to Heady April 28 by Harold
Lavender, vice president for student affairs
and one of three plaintiffs in the case, who
requested the Committee's decision be
modified "to impose adequate sanctions for
the offenses charged and found by the
Student Standards Committee."
Neither of the other two plaintiffs
appealed the decision to Heady.
In a letter sent to Heady Monday, Ray
Schowers, · chairman of the Speakers
·Committee and one of the other two
plaintiffs, said he opposed Lavender's appeal
because the "Standards decision was a just
one."
Schowers wrote Heady, "I am now asking
that you abide by the decision of the

r~===========;;:=:;:;::::::::::;:I ·
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Resolutions requesting graduate
students not to attend class
tomorrow, appropriating $300 to
the GSA president for .:organizing
tomorrow's activities, and
condemning riots by students or
outsiders harming UNM were
passed by GSA last night.
Bill Pickens, president of the
GSA introduced the resolutions,
He said, "The campus is .in a
major crisis," as he urged passage
of. the resolutions. Six
recommendations were proposed
by Pickens. Three of them passed
a council vote,
The council unanimously
passed a resolution <:ondemning
"riots and violent action by
students or outsiders which
physically harms this University
or other institutions around the

. Standards Committee because I think it is
very important in assuring due process is
granted by the University community."
Standards 'April 27 put Orzen on
disciplinary probation until June, 1971, and
suspended Cooper until that date, but
·suspended the suspension on the condition
. Cooper not "engage in conduct found by the
Committee to amount to a serious
interruption of the University education
process."
The two had been found guilty of
"disrupting an educational function," in
violation of the Regents' policy concerning
off-campus speakers and the Regents'
Statement of Rights and Responsibilities.
Heady said he imposed stricter penalties
"because a lesser penalty than suspension is
inadequate for a finding of guilt on charges
that a student has violated the policy of
regarding the right of off-campus speakers to
be heard without harrassment."
He further stated the ,speakers policy has
been used for inviting speakers who have
been "targets for objections· from outside
the University community," and said the
University must "demonstrate equal
vigilance" when the policy is "threatened
from within the University community
itself."
He added Cooper was dismissed "because
of his demonstrated unwillingness to abide
by University regulations."
·

UN M Reaction

.-

employe interest in representation
by that union. The arbitration
association, Yehle said, has
certified the CW A claim and it is
on the basis of that certification
that the University has agreed to
conduct a secret ballot election.
In accordance with procedures
of the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB), any other union
which is able to demonstrate an
employe interest will, upon
request, be entitkd to a place on
the ballot also. Demonstrated
interest is defined as
representation cards signed by at
least one percent of the employes
in the unit, Yehle said. Any labor
organization wishing to be
included in the election must

make its interest known to the
University by the close of business
May 8, 1970, Yehle said.
A meeting will be held next
week with representatives of all of
the parties involved to set an
election date and finalize election
rules and procedures,
Yehle said that if, through the
election, UNM employes indicate
a desire for collective bargaining,
the University will agree to
bargain collectively with the
designated union.
The N L R B has established
procedures concerning conduct of
union and management during a
campaign prior to an election.
Even though the University does
not fall within the jurisdiction of
the NLRB, these procedures will
be followed where applicable,
Yehle said.
The discussion of collective
bargaining at the University
followed a decision by UNM
president Ferrel Heady to initiate
such a course in response to
requests by employes and after
the Legislature failed to develop
guidelines concerning collective
bargaining in public agencies.

SENIORS AND
GR.ADUATES
MAJORING IN
PHYSICAL SCIENCE

AGRICULTURE
CiVIL ENGINEERING

-

I

EcoNOMics
And nursmg and phystcal
educatton. And home
economtcs and mdustnal
arts. And mathematics and
busthess admmtstratlon.
And so many other ftelds of
study
The people m 59 hat1ons
m the developing world
need and have requested
your help as Peace Corps
Volunteers Thetr need 1s
urgent so don t delay.
Programs for whtch you
qllalify begm trammg thts
summer

YOGI
Meditation

is a natural

{and fit your feet for life's journey.)

Wind Chimes,
Tinkling Glass,
and Glittering l~rass 98¢ to $1.98

BERNARDO

TRANSCENDENTAl,
MEDITATION
as taught by
MAIIARiSIII
MAHESH

Transcendental

From the Orient

Mobiles Galore!

98¢ to $1.98

spontaneouS/
technique which
allows cnch

individual to
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conscious mind
and improve
all aspects
of life.
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GRADUATING SENIORS!
Friday, May 8 is the last day to order your
r

caps and gowns. It's
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EoucATION

COME IN AND
HAVE BERNARDO READ YOUR SOLE

Resolutions presented to the
GSA council by Pickens but not
voted upon by the assembly asked
for "joining with the Associated
Students in requesting a special
session of the New Mexico
Legislature," to consider action
similar to the legislation passed in
Massachusetts protesting the
officially undeclared Vietnam
war; to organize a demonstration
in Santa Fe during t]J.e governors
conference, and, to support any
action opposing further U.S.
military action in Southeast ·Asia.

PLACE. INC.

.•

From the Middle East
Temple Bells and Strings of
Camel Bells 29¢ to $4.57

in Santa Fe and give support to
Massachusetts Gov. Francis W.
Sargent who opposed use of
Massachusetts draftees in
Vietnam. Pickens also said he
planned to "organize forums to
discuss Vietnam and th4l Kent
State incident and finance the
letter writing campaign. ·
Pickens said! he had r~ceived
some "frightening'' phone calls
during the day and that solidarity
for a strike would be necessary for
an effort to keep UNM alive in its
present form.

SUTTON

U Will Hold Union Election

UNM will hold a collective
bargaining representation election
as a result of discussions with
unions begun earlier this year,
Lawrence C. Yehle, personnel
director, announced today.
The election will be conducted
by the American Arbitration
Assn. and its election rules and
procedures will be followed.
Yehle said the vote will include
non-supervisory, non-professional,
and non-clerical employes who
have been designated as an
appropriate bargaining unit. The
unit-numbers approximately 475
persons.
The Communications Workers
of America (CWA) petitioned for
the election claiming a 30 percent

• • •

(Continued from page 2)
Departments not on strike
include
biology, engineering,
troops into Cambodia.
g
eo
I
o
gy,
pharmacy and
Heady said the act "was a
psychology.
mistake and is likely to slow down
Staff members of the child
rather than step up the rate of
project of ISRAD,
development
withdrawal of our armed forces
students
involved
with ISRAD
21
from Vietnam."
programs,
and
members
of the
Heady also said he felt a "sense
Career
Opportunity
Program
of deep personal concern for the
issued statements in support of
act of violence at Kent State today's strike.
University."
Heady also authorized the flag
to remain at half staff until noon
today. Senate has called for the
flag to remain at half staff until
sundown Friday.
Meanwhile the faculty and
students of the anthropology
Wont the latest in Carousel
department voted to strike
through Friday and the 1-Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
department of modern and - The Mall shopping center.
classical languages will strike
See the newest wig in town
today.
Members of the history
THE GREEK BOY
department, and the faculty and
($25 complete)
students of the departments of
architecture and drama issued
statements in support of the strike
as did the Chicano Studies Center.
The College of Education
cancelled a faculty meeting "in
sympathy with the point of view
of the students," but will not
officially strike.
The department of English,
although not formally backing the
strike drafted a statement
"supporting its students and staff
members" who participate.
Twenty individual members of
the math department staff
announced they would not teach
classes today.

Employes Plan Vote on Collective Bargaining
296-7800

country."
in Southeast Asia and Kent State
After discussion and voiced University.
opposition by representatives
Bill Turner, GSA representative
from the geology department, law from the geology department,
school, and speech therapy urged the council to "stay home"
department, an emergency instead of coming to campus at all
appropriation of $300 was passed tomorrow. He expressed concern
to be used by Pickens at his own that ''the campus radicals would
discretion to coordinate GSA take over a peaceful
efforts with other campus groups demonstration." He said, "The
for activities this week.
gradtlate students should stay
A resolution requesting home and keep their noses out of
graduate students not to attend it." His views were supported by a
classes or perform any official - minority of other representatives
duties tomorrow was also passed but Pickens said to str.ike was the
by the council. An amendment most "positive, intelligent,
introduced by Joe Battaglia added andprogressive stand GSA coul!l
that graduate students begin a ·take,"
concerted effort to write letters,
Pickens said he intended to use
send telegrams, and telephone the money appropriated to a
local and state officials expressing coordinating committee headed
student concern over the situation by him, "to charter busses to take
students to the Republican
Governors conference on Friday

and the living
is easy!
Now year-round living and
dining at the College Inn.

Be good to yourself-and your pocketbook! Live at the College Inn this
summer and the coming semesters. It's
college living at its best. For here, we do
everything for you, except study. Here,
you'll enjoy heaping helpings of the
finest food on campus. Here, we'll
dust and clean and change the linen
for you. Moreover, there are laundry
facilities right on the premises. Dry
cleaning is picked up and delivered.
And here, you can have as much
or as little of the social whirl as you
want-when you want it. All this ...
now at low, low rates. Plus, by signing
up now for summer, you get first
choice of choice sites for the fall
semester. Do it today!

303 AshNE

Phone 243-2881

SUB Theater
Univ. of N.Mex.

Contact
The Peace Corps
Roor"i 274
Malh Post Off1ce
Denver, Colo. 80202

STUDENTS
IN'J.1ERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY
''
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UNM .Skiers on New·Budget

THE CO~LEGE PLAN
for

,

THE COLLEGE MAN

2933 Monte Vista N,E.
265-6631

By ANDY GARMEZY
The snow is beginning to
vanish, but it will return as usual
next November. Also reappearing
with the first flurries will be the
UNM ski team, For several
months after the racing season
had ended it appeared that the
skiers' hopes for recognition as a
varsity sport, and allocation of
funds by the athletic department,

were slowly melting away because · along with the help of the New
of a revamping of the athletic Mexico Ski Assn. for the
budget.
upcoming season. Athletic
Early this week the Athletic Director Pete McDavid stated,
Council approved skiing as a "We certainly see advantages and
varsity sport, and allocated $2000 hope we can broaden support for

The Lobo track team will get
its last tuneup before the WAC
championships this weekend when
they travel to Fresno, Cal. for the
44th Annual West Coast Relays.
Head track coach Hugh
Hackett's crew was beaten by
UTEP last Saturday night in
Albuquerque, 87-58. The
Wolfpack will enter both a mile
and 2-mile relay team plus nine in
individual events. The foursome
of Ulf Nilsson, Reid Cole, Tomas
Ericson, and Jesse Johnson will
take a 3:11.8 best into the mile
relay, while the two mile team
wi II consist of Ericson, Cole,
Adrian DeWindt, and Dave
Roberts, the same group that took

WITH A KISS
OF LIME

~reeks

Forecast
Judgment Day

Several Members of the
AKA fraternity have been
quoted this week as saying "the end is near . . .
this weekend we are all
going to HEAA.

25% LESS CALORIES

first place at the Mount San
Antonio Relays with a 7:40.4
timing.
Mike Jones, who bested his
career record in the quartermile
intermediate hurdles with a time
of ·51.8, will enter that event
while teammate Roosevelt
Williams (:14.1) will be listed in
the 120· high hurdles. Johnson will
take a best of :09.5 into the
100-yard dash.
De,Windt will be in the 3000
meter steeplechase while Chuck
Schuch will be entered in the
5000 meters. Teammates Chuck
Steffes and Phil Quinet will take
care of the leaping events for
UNM, with Steffes taking a 52·0
best into the triple jump and
Quipet a 22·2 into the long jump.
Others entered in the field events
will include Ervin Jaros in both
the discus (184-8) and the shot
put (56·10) and Ulf Johansson in
the javelin.

JOE TURNEY
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John Kenneth Galbraith,
former ambassador to India,
author of 12 books, and professor
at Harvard for 36 years, blamed
"the establishment" last night for
the violence on college campuses
and particularly the killings at
Kent State University in Ohio.
"Those who speak most loudly
against violence, those who call
for law and order, are the ones
who most outrageously invoke
it " said Galbraith.
·
'The Jnvasion of Cambodia by
American troops was called a
comedy by Galbraith as he
cracked some grim jokes about
the U.S. military philosophy. He
predicted that U.S. forces, rath.er
than wiping out a Commumst
sanctuary, will capture great
quantities of rice, which the State
Department will call an important
strategic material.
Foreign policy, he said, has
been taken out of the hands of
politicians and placed in the
control of the military
bureaucracy. He called this move
.
disastrous.
"The inevitable tendency of
any large organization is to t:!~rsue
its own interests. A m1htary
organization is guided not by the
truth, but by its own truth," he
said.
Before Galbraith arrived at
Popejoy Hall, the microphone was
taken by a student who refused to
tell the audience his name. The
student called upon the audience
to march on the ROTC building
and burn it.
He said such actions might

~
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· The broadcast said Thieu
ordered the "securit.y system"
bolstered across the country,
particularly in the Saigon'Gia
Dinh area.
.;...__:_

Two weeks ago UNM baseball
coach Bob Leigh came down with
a bad case of the hives and people
believed that it was because his
Lobos were tied for first place in
the Southern Division of th~
WAC.
Today Leigh is shaking his head
and wondering what has happened
to his team. The Lobos dropped
three straight to last place UTEP
over the weekend and are now
tied with the Miners with a 5·7
record.
This weekend the Lobos play
host to ·Arizona in a three game
series in the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium with a single game set for
Friday at 7:30 p.m .. and single
games on Saturday starting at 1
p.m. and 7:30p.m. Arizona took
two out of three from Arizona
State (ASU) last weekend with
the University of Arizona (AU)
the division lead with identical 7-5
marks.
Three weeks ago the Wolfpack
swept a three game series with the
Cats in Tucson which was
highlighted by Jim Kremmel's
first WAC no-hitter. Since that
sweep the Lobos have only won
one of six games, and that was a
4·1 win over ASU. It has been the
reverse for Arizona. It has now
won six out of seven since the
UNM sweep.
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ordered officials.to re-examine the
curfew hours in the capital region,
The curfew in most cases is now 1

Base bailers

motorcycles
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8206 Lamas Blvd NE
256-9444

Thieu Orders Closing of School
SAIGON (UPI)-President
Nguyen Van Thieu ordered all
schools in the Saigon area closed
Tuesday night bElcause of unrest
among South Vietnamese
students.
A special presidential
annollncement broadcast on radio
and television also said Thieu had

the athletic .program, I don't
consider skiing or any of our
sports minor," continued
McDavid, "they are all major
varsity sports." Skiing will be the
11th sport on the athletic
departments payroll which totaled
$1,130,000 last year.
The past season the ski team
wal allocated $800 by Student
Senate and was given $265 by the
Skip Salazar Memorial Fund, and
$705.40 by the New Mexico Ski
Assn. (NMSA). The NMSA is
composed of Taos, Sandia Peak,
Red River, Santa Fe, Powderpuff,
and Sipapu Ski areas,
Of the $2000 allocated to the
ski team for the upcoming year,
half of that fig~re will be from the
athletic department buget, with
the other half coming from the
NMSA.
Fac~lty sponsor of the UNM
ski team, Dr. Roy Caton, feels
"the ski areas will do everything
they can" to assist the skiers. The
ski team spent $1847.83 this year
of the $1993.45 in their budget.
Caton remarked that "Our
second placed finish in the CIAL
clearly shows UNM can field an
excellent team quite·
inexpensively."
"Unfortunately, the state loses
many outstanding skiers to
out· of-state schools that offer
scholarships," continued Caton.

Cindermen Prepare
THE NOW BEER For Fresno Relays

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.
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TYl'lNG-l!'Mt-Accurnte-Dopchdnhl!J· Il1ll•
PCl'loncc<l typist with good clccttlc typewrlt<!r, Tcm1 vapors, thcscs, etc. Cnll
Mrs. Bickle 298-4836 9 n.m.-9 p.m. li/6
:Nil1ED A m;:sPONSlBLE boW!~ silter
thle summe~? Ph.D. candldnt<!. Lnrt'Y
Weo.vct 247•3593. Mcaaogc 243·2881. 5/G
TElAOHil1RS WANTED: Southwest Teach·
era Agcney, 1303 Centrnl NE (Our
twcnty-!ourtlt Yenr). Free registration.
5/20
.

5)

FOR SALE

ln?O HONDA 350 street modi!<!. Excellent
condition. $660.M. 842-6965. 6/12
1969 VW Camper. 8000 warranty miles
still in effect.. 299·3682 nt£er five. 5/11
1UG9 :r.lOBlLE HOMJ.J, 12 feet by 52 fee~,
like new, reasonable. Cnll 346-0451. 5t'l

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MANAGJ.Jlt FOR AMUSEMENT D]/·
VICI>S. Red River, ~.M. Full summer a
work •.M.nlc, single, 'f!IUtimllm age twenty..
three, business maJor preferred. Room
!urnished-snlnrY nnd bonus. Write B, R,
Gulledge, (nuicldyl)._ 212 East Min osn
Circle, San Marcos, Texns 78666. ene1os·
ing recent photo at>d phone number. 6/12
OPPORTUNITY, epnretlme, nddrC'lSing en·
velopes and circulnrs I Mnke $27.00 per
thommnd. Handwritten or typed in YONUSr
home. Send just $2 for 1NS:rRUC'r10
plus LIST OF FIRMS usmg addresses
Sntlsfaction Guarnntood I B & V ENTERPltiSES( Dept. 4-90, PO Box 1056,
Yucnipn, Cnl f. 92899, 6/11
MALE HELP W A::N:.:,T::,:E,::D:..;::::A:-:1-oo-n-:S:-u:-b,-;cid;:-i·
nrY hns two openings. $3.GO hr. Cnll 268·
8176 after 6 p.m. only 5/11
StJiiiMiiiR EMPLOYMENT: Need ten col•
lege students to work out of stntc this
summer. Eight men and two \>/omen) •
Average enrni111!B $700 per month. Cal!
243-4396 after 6 :00 p.m. 5/7 _ __
DEMONSTRATORS: N.rtlonnl mnnufnc•
turer requires four ( 4) men to demon·
ntrn!c product. ill loon! nr"!'· We will
trni n so there is no cxncrJencc ncf!cs ..
sm•y.' Appointn>ents furnish~d by office.
It's fun nml It's ensY nnd tt pays very
well. NO DOOR t{NOCKING I For interview nt>pointmcnt, cnll Mr. Josselyn2G5-4084 between D:OO n.m. and 11:00
n.m. 5/G

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

---------------------

bring about a situation at UNM
similar to what happened at Kent
State University earlier this week.
He was driven from the stage by
'cries of "Do you want to kill us,
too?"
After speaking on foreign
policy for an hour and a. half,
Galbraith answered questions
from the floor. He lost much of
his audience, however, to· the
Strike Committee meeting in the
Union,
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Cleaner bathrooms at .••
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Mldn!te
Only $1.50

"' MA:S·II'
IS THE BEST
AMERICAN WAR
COMEDY
SINCE
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other anti-war
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sportswear from New York
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Held Over
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Fascinating Film, I saw it twice- Hugh Qowns- N.B.C.·T.V.
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ASUNM, GSA, and numerous faculty
members have called a strike at UNM. The
strike is a protest over American complicity
in the Indo-China war, and a saddened,
desperate reaction against the murder of five
students at Kent State University.
Those of, us who called or support the
strike feel the students at Kent, like GI's in
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, would
not be dead if it were not· for this country's
insane foreign policy. Nixon's invasion of
Cambodia was merely the match to the,
torch.
The strike was called because too many of

_,
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Editorial

Strike: Non-violent, But

___________

NEVV

••
SARAH LAIDLAW·
Editor

• • •

DON BURGE
us it is the last· nonviolent protest that can
Managing Editor:
be made. In the strike we are joined on
college campuses nation-wide in a despairing
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
attempt to get Nixon to listen to someone
other than the Pentagon generals who for
Editorial Phone (505) 277-41 02; 277-4202 ·
years have said the end to this nation's
Vol. 73, Vol. 133
Wednesday, May 6, 1970
genocide is just around the corner.
We desperately believe the strike should
remain nonviolent. But we add this: If
Nixon does decide that killing, and the rape
of the countryside must continue, we are
perfectly willing and perfectly capable. to
bring that violence and that rape home.
Donald Burge
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'-And If I'm Not Back In Six Weeks ... '

Carnation, via its Instant Breakfast, is being charged with a
violation of the law in connection with its advertising
statements that the equivalent nutrition of two fresh eggs,
two slices of bacon,· two' slices of buttered toast, and a glass
of orange juice can be had with one of its Carnation
breakfasts. Misrepresentation is alleged in that the nutrition
derived from the milk itself is not properly credited in the
commercials made on television and radio. Now if the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) would make a complaint
against the Hokona cafeteria ...

UNM was closed down yesterday at 3 p.m. by joint agr.eement by UNM
President Ferrel Heady and Gov. David F. Car~~· .
.
.
The campus was put on a·"restricted access basts until Monday, Hea~y sa1d.
Referring to an earlier stabbing incide~~ Hea~y .sa~~· "Du~ to the VIolence
that has occurred," and the strike cond1t10ns, It IS Impossible to carry on
normally."
Closed Until Monday
Cargo's statement called for "all classes, all facilities and all operations" to
be closed until "late Monday."
However, Heady announced later in the afternoon the University's
administrative offices would be open today.
_
Heady's statement included a call to evacuate the c~mpus. He ~ge~ st~dents
who lived off campus "to go home," and students m the dornntones to go
back to their rooms."
.
.
.
At the same time Cargo called for the closmg of the Umversity, he ordered
50 members of the New Mexico State Police on campus to "help control
traffic and keep people off campus who have no business there."
Ho;ever, no action by any state policeman on campus was reported, and _no
Lobo reporters saw any. state policemen, except agent Jack E. Johnson, dunng
the day at any of the campus events.
Opposes Occupation
.
.
Earlier in the day Cargo spoke out strongly agamst the. Tuesday mght
occupation of the Air Force ROTC building by some 50 to 7 5 s~udents.
"There will be no occupation of buildings on campus. We will run them out
of there and fast," he said.
Near dawn yesterday morning some 15 remaining students left the ROTC
building. No arrests were reported.
.
_
. "
.
Cargo also called up a·150 man unit of the natiOnal guard but sa1d they Will
not be used unless absolutely necessary."
"We must restore order. The people not associated with the University will
be kept off campus," Cargo's statement said.
.
.
The statement was issued by Bob Huber, special assistant to the governor.
.
Sorolity Houses Close
The residents of the dorms and sorority houses unable to go hoine may be
subject to an earlier curfew, she added.
Lanny Rominger, assistant dean of men, is also urging all men living on
campus to leave for the weekend.
.
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi Beta Phi, and Chi Omega, sorority houses were
. ·
.
.
officially closed for the weekend.
The Residence Halls Dining Halls will remam open durmg the usual hours. A
spokesman said both Hokona and La Posada will remain open if the number of
students warrant keeping both halls open.

M

***for misrepresentation of color
The FTC is blasting Woolco
televisions sets. The Lobo has recently received complaints
concerning the Woolco store in Albuquerque.
***

Lobo Review

Chambers Bros.

~Get

comes a lot closer than any other
live cuts on their previous five
"Love, Peace and albums.
One of the striking things about
Happiness"-The Chambers
this album is that the person
Brothers (Columbia KGP 20)
comes off best, and who almost
The Chambers Brothers are one seems to be holding the whole
of those groups who must be thing together, is drummer Brain
heard and seen-experienced-Jive, Keenan. It is unusual for any
drummer· to make his presence so
in order to be appreciated fully.
Their stage appearance alone is obviously felt, but even more
something to behold-four black unusual because he is the white
brothers and a white Englishman man among the four black
dressed in the finest threads either brothers, one almost naturally
side of Carnaby Street. (The assumes that here we have four
"L P&H" album . cover brothers who all play guitar, and
to make a group they had to dig
demonstrates well the1r flashy
tastes in clothes.) When they play, up a drummer. In other words,
they really get it on-who could the group is the four Chambers
be more musically together than boys, and Keenan is there just to
brothers who grew up in the deep back them up.
South learning to sing and play a
If that were true when the
guitar before they could walk?
group began, it is obviously no
They perform with such longer the case. He has quite ably
enthusiasm you'd think it was integrated (excuse the pun)
religion to them-and it himself into the group, to the
practically is. Their early musical point where he not only fits right
experience was straight gospel, as in but occasionally takes the lead.
was their first album on some
The excellent, clear recording
obscure label, and it hasn't left of this album helps to point this
them (never will, I'm sure) now out, but that in no way takes
that their "soul has been credit from Keenan. Perhaps he's
psychedelicized.,.
always been this good, but we
A Chambers Brothers couldn't tell as easily on the other
performance is sprinkled albums.
throughout with foot·stomping,
The fantastic Chambers blend
whistling, screaming; of voices is also superior or more
cowbell-clunking, clapping, evident here, especially on the
grinning, and soul·grunting, and it studio record. It is like another
doesn't take long for the audience instrument-their best one. The
to start getting it on with them. vocal vibrates a perfect blend,
But until now, that spirit which rich, perfectly in tune; then
came through so easily on stage separates, then fits together again,
all with a perfection that comes
just wasn't there on records.
"Love, Peace and Happiness" is from 20 years of practice.
Everything good that can be
the one that makes it. It's a
two·record album, and one was said about any part of the album
recorded live at the Fillmore East. is also there in the title number,
It's actually impossible for anyone the 16-minute studio recording of
to come across on a recording like "Love, Peace, and Happiness." It
they do in person, but this record runs the gamut of every "trick" in
By CHARLES ANDREWS

.
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It On'

the Chambers bag-hard-driving
soul, satin gospel voices,
psychedelic drum and guitar riffs,
good-time clowning around-yet
has remarkable continuity. They
take you through many changes,
but there's no break, no gap;
you're not aware of them until
the transition is over. This is by
far the best thing they've ever
done, and is a rock masterpiece.
The other side of the studio
record has five numbers which are
successively faster (and, one is
tempted to say, better). It's a nice
concept, and done quite well. The
last, fastest, cut-"Wake
Up"-could have been the
tightest, most-together one of all,
but doesn't quite make it. It's still
the best on that side, and with a
little work could be the song that
epitomizes the group. "Wake Up"
tells you, immediately, this is the
Chambers Brothers.
"To Love Somebody" is also
on that side, and, for all their
expert arranging and distinctive
voices, the Bee Gees do not do as
good a job on it as the C. Bros. do
here.
A 1 O·minute rendition of
"Wade in the Water" on the live
record is made by the drumming.
It ends with a terrific solo, and
the crowd goes wild. "I Can't
Turn You Loose" gets the best
audience reaction, though-you
feel like everyone's really into it
with them. "People Get Ready" is
a classic soul number, but they
bow to no one in this excellent
version.
The audience calls for more at
the end of the live recording, and
the boys oblige them with some
of the best barbershop quarteting
you've ever heard.
lf you can't find something on
this album to like, you're hard to
please.

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
·
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Ch1]rles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony louderbough

STAFF

..
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The reason "censored" periodically covers the complaints
and charges made by the FTC against big and small businesses
is that neither the Journal nor the Trib is interested in writing
derogatory things about products advertised extensively in
their pages.
Exceptions come, of course, when some company is
charged with some heinous crime, but this occurs very
infrequently. Can you imagine the Journal reporting that
Woolco has been charged with misrepresenting color
television sets? Not on your life.
That is one distinct advantage about working for a
publication that does not require a subservient attitud~
toward powerful advertisers. If the advertisers get you, we'll
try to get them.
***
If you are the proud owner of a Relaxacizor, an exercising
and waist-line reducing machine advertised nationally, you
could be irritating intra-abdominal, gastrointestinal,
orthropedic, muscular, neurological, vascular, dermatological,
kidney, gynecological, and pelvic disorders. Dormant cancer
cells might be activated and spread while a miscarriage could
occur along with aggravation of pre-existing medical
conditions including epilepsy, hernia, multiple schlerosis,
spinal fusion, tubo-ovarian abscess, ulcers, and varicose veins.
Directions for use of the Relaxacizor recommend at least
30 minutes' use daily in each area the consumer wants to
"exercise". 400,000 of these machines are in the hands of
American consumers who have paid from $100 to $400 for
them.
**Note Lobo readers: This could be our only scoop of
the year. Be sure and read Parade the next couple weeks when
they "expose" the Relaxacizor people. In the meantime, if
you need exercise, take a bus-it's cheaper.

•·' ·

Editor:
Economic Power

To the Editor:
We do not 6ppose the student
strike, nor do we impune its
motives. The recent course of
events in Vietnam and Cambodia
calls responsible citizenry to
decisive action. However, we view
the student strike as an exercise in
futility.
Students have once again
chosen the course of least
resistance, and moved against the
most available power structure.
We hear phrases tossed
a r o u nd-"demonstration of
unity" seems to be the most
popular. And yet we •recall the
November moratorium, in which a
solid national front of students
was passed off as insignificant by
an administration which does not
see its interests reflected in the
demands of the nation's students.
Let us accept the obvious. Nixon
wi II not respond to students,
exc~pt to send in the guard.
It it is apparent that we can't
get to Nixon, then who can? Big
business can. The nation's
economy has become the
sounding board for Nixon policy.
I.et us begin to speak to Nixon in
terms that he will understand.
Student strike and protest
marches can be igno.red or
violently repressed.

I

c
D

Lettera are wekome, and ohould
be no longer than 260 words tnlewr!tt..n, double epaeed. Name, telephone number and .,Jdrsa muat be
lneluded, although name wiD be
withheld UPOn requ ..t.

The power we can wield is
economic power. Big business can
get to Nixon, so let'&' try getting
to big business.
The tactic we call upon
students to employ is an
economic boycott. Let us find the
sectors of industry Where student
boycott can be effective. This
rules out ideas of only boycotting
war related industries. Students
don't by enough napalm to make
it worthwhile for us to boycott
Dow. We do buy a lot of cars and
records and Coca·Cola. We go to a
lot of movies. ·There are areas
where our punch will be felt. Let
us find those areas and move.
There can be no success
without sacrifice. This is not an
easy course of action. We speak
not _of days, but months, and
perhaps years of persistent,
dogged action, This may mean
giving up some luxuries very dear
to our hearts, like coke, and
movies. But if we are not willing
to take real action, to real ends,
then we must content ourselves
with the placebo of student
strikes, Our power is real. It
cannot be ignored by the
Pr~sident _ or tepressed by the
national guard. The only way to
destroy our power is to leave it
unused,
Chris Carstens
Dale Fogelstrom
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Kent State U Report
Ordered by Pres. Nixon
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By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon Wednesday
ordered a full report on the Ke':lt
State shootings, visited with SIX
students from the school, and was
warned his new Cambodian
policies were playing into the
hands of revolutionaries bent on
destroying the nation,
Facing the heaviest criticism
since he took over the White
House Nixon instructed John
Ehrlic'hman, his assista':lt for
domestic affairs, to deter~n;me ~he
cause of the Kent State Umvers1ty
rioting and to find better ways of
communications between students
and college administrations and
his own administration.
Before ordering that
investigation, Nixon sat down for
an hour with six stuc;lents from
Kent who said afterwards that
they hoped that the recent days
of campus violence a~ound _ the
nation would make N1xon more
aware of the voices of youth.
President Quoted
The six quoted the President as
saying that dissent would ~e
minimized "when hts
administration accomplished four
basic goals: get out of, this. ~ar;
don't get involved 111 &tmtlar
situations; reduce arma~?nts; and
create a volunteer Army·

~--·I

After Nixon's meeting with the
students, his national s~c?rity
affairs adviser, Henry A. Ktssmger
met with a dozen members of a
student-faculty group from
Stanford University.
The Stanford group, with
Secretary Robert Finch of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and
Ehrlichman looking on, presented
Kissinger with· an open letter to
President Nixon warning that a
deeper involvement in Cambodia
plays into the hands ~f the
"extreme leftists" advocatmg an
"escalated violent response."
Revolutionaries
"Revolutionary elements have
long recognized that destru.ction
of our universities is essential to
thei.r plans of national conques~.
Events now play into thmr
hands " the letter said.
Th~ Stanford group criticized
Kissinger after the meeting for
Jectut·ing them like a professor.
The White House, however,
described the meeting·as a "very
pmductive exchange."
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler told reporters, "The Whit.e
Ho.use is not sitting here, nor IS
the President, in total disregard or
without concern for the
frustrations many young people
feel."

Returns to UNNI

\

Actress Jane Fonda was back
on campus yesterday to
participate in _anti·war activities
she sparked witb a Monday night
speecb on Cambodia.

